
Adriatic Pools Woven Rug 
By Mary Ballard of Goldfinch 

• 2 skeins of DGY 3 ply Hemp Yarn

• 2 skeins of DGY Recycled Sari Silk Ribbon in Indian Sea Glass 

• Rigid Heddle Loom with at least 30” weaving width (not included)

• 5 DPI Heddle (not included) 

• Stick Shuttles (not included)

• Tapestry Beater (optional) (not included)

• Warp Length: 48”

• Warp Ends: 76

• Width In Heddle: 28.5”
• EPI: 2.5
• Weave Structure: Plain Weave
• Finished Measurements: 23” x 28” plus fringe
• The simple striped ikat effect in this recycled sari silk rug is created with intentional color pooling.  Using
a palindrome dyed skein as the weft, color pooled stripes build naturally as the weaver advances along the
hemp warp creating a beautiful and sustainable rug perfect for any small space.

Warping: 
 
With hemp yarn, measure 76 ends at 48” length on warping board or by direct warping.  Thread onto 5DPI heddle skipping
every other slot/hole pair to space ends at 2.5 DPI. The warp should spread about 28.5”across the heddle.
 
Tie the hemp onto the front beam in small, secure groups and spread the header with thick yarn, beating well to spread the
warp evenly.
 
Weaving: 
 
Beginning with hemp yarn weave 6 rows, beating well. Weave in ends securely .
 
Switch to the Recycled Sari Silk. Take the time to arrange colors along the warp with the light blue in the center.  Situate the
yarn to ensure the two darker tones double over onto themselves as you weave so each of the three colors segments will
naturally build up as the weft is woven along the warp. Take care to avoid skewing sharply to the side or scattering colors.  If
needed, weave for a few inches, undo and reweave until it looks right.
 
 
 
(pattern continues on the next page)
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EPI: Ends per inch.

DPI: Dents per inch. 

PPI: Picks per inch. 

Abbreviations: 
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 After each pass, beat the silk ribbon well with a tapestry beater (if you have one) or use the heddle to beat it into place best

you can followed by your fingers or a wide toothed comb so as to pack the weft together tightly over the thick hemp yarn. 
Packing the silk tightly at about 4-6 PPI will ensure a soft, plush rug once it’s off the loom.
 
If colors start to scatter or skew more than you would like as you advance along the warp, simply break the silk, realign the
end of the shuttle’s yarn with the already woven color segments and continue on.  Any doubling of yarn to keep colors
pooling is easily hidden due to the bulk and texture of the silk. You may need to do this several times while weaving
depending on the individual skein.
 
Weave all remaining silk and switch back to hemp, weaving in ends securely.  Weave 6 rows hemp.
Weave a couple rows of scrap yarn in to hold weft in place before cutting from loom.
 
Finishing: 
Cut rug from loom.  Keep scrap yarn in place until you are ready to tie the ends or the hemp may unravel. Gently push the
hemp weft in towards the silk to pack it a bit more tightly.  With warp ends in groups of two, tie secure overhand knots along
each end. You will have 38 knots along each end.  Machine wash on delicate with color safe detergent.  Remove from the
washer, reshape and lay flat or hang to dry.  Trim fringe to 3”. 
A non-slip rug pad is recommended.
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